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English: This half term, we will start with The Tunnel 
By Antony Brown and will be exploring different sentence 
types by using conjunctions such as when, if, because and  
although. In addition, we will be focusing on developing 
 our vocabulary and using this to add extra detail to our writing. In guided 
reading, we will be using The Street Beneath my Feet to help us locate and 
retrieve information using skimming and scanning.   
 
 

Maths: This term, we will be starting with Number and 
 

understanding of where to position numbers on a number 
line. Next, we will move on to addition and subtraction alongside capacity 
and we will be looking at bridging across 10s and 100. Following this, we 
will continue on our multiplication and division journey where we will be 
securing our 4 and 8 times tables and finding related facts.  
 
Science:  
The key ideas are: Materials can be divided into solids, liquids and 
gases. Solids hold their shape unless forced to change, .Liquids flow 
easily but stay in their container because of gravity. The more viscous 
a liquid the less runny it is. Gases move everywhere and are not held in 
containers by gravity. We will carrying out fair experiments.  
The children will be taking part in Stemazing this term too.  
 

PSHE:  
This half term our PSHE unit is around Physical 
Health and Mental Wellbeing. We will be discussing 
what makes up a balanced lifestyle and how to 
recognise positive and negative life choices. We will 
also be planning healthy meals and designing a 
exercise programme to keep us fit and healthy. 
Finally, we will be investigating our feelings and 
recognising that these changes over time.

 
 

Foundation Subjects: 
History: This half term, the children will be using the Enquiry  
Wheel to find out about which countries were invaded by the Romans and what 
started their quest to build their empire. Julius Caesar will be the significant 
person and then we will look at the impact of the Romans on our lives today. 
  
RE: This half term, the children will learn how to describe the concept of 
creation and how different cultures and religions express their ideas about 
creation. They will write their own creation stories. 
 
DT:  The children will be looking at different types of bread with the children 
creating their own pizzas. We are hoping to arrange a pizza feast that you will 
be able to join us and share! 
 
Computing:  This half term, we will be building on from our Word unit and  
looking at how to use Clip Art  and how to take a picture with 
an Ipad and upload it.   

  

Library Day: This half term your childs library day 
is Friday.  Please make sure 
they have their book on this day.  
 

PE day: On  this half term we will be  
doing Athletics in preparation for 
Sports Day.  
 
 

How can you help your child at home?  

Reading: Reading with your child for at least 15 minutes a day will support sufficient 

progress. 

Spelling: Please help your child to complete their Spelling Frame homework. – (5 - 10 mins) 

Maths:  – 

(5 - 10 mins). This is particularly important so please keep up the good work and help them 

learn them all. 

Kinetic Letters: 
This half term we will continue our  
kinetic journey and the children 
will be joining their letters. 
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